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1

PLC STRUCTURE

1.1

OPERATION, CONTROL

The electronic generator PLC has an PROFINET® input connector that the
operator terminal is connected to.. Via an Ethernet-switch module (e.g.
CSM 1277 Siemens not supplied) the PLC can also be connected to a
PROFINET® node.
S7 Ethernet.
ISO on TCP.
Modbus TCP

Fig. 1
Standard supply
Optional supply
(on request)

1.2

TYPE OF OPERATOR TERMINAL

The operator terminal is mounted in the front door of the electronic
generator.
On request, it can be mounted in a box (remote operator terminal). In this
way, it can be used remotely of the electronic generator.

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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2 OPERATOR TERMINAL STRUCTURE
2.1

MAIN COMPONENTS

Fig. 2

It consists of:
1.
2.
3.

Main Switch: main line break
Line: line lamp
Touch Screen Control Panel: to control the generator
It has the following buttons:

4.

5.

Me.Ro S.p.A.



RESET
: resets the electronic generator (e.g. after
an alarm being triggered).



STOP
: switches the electronic generator OFF
(corona treatment off).



START
: switches the electronic generator ON
(corona treatment ON).

 HOME
: Accesses the home page
Blinker: light\sound column (mounted on
the top of the generator cabinet
Flashing red light + buzzer = alarm
Steady green light = generator ON
Flashing orange light + buzzer = power alarm active
USB Export History Alarm (optional): It is possible to insert a USB
mass storage device for export of alarm messages (stored in the
Touch Screen) during production.
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2.2

TOUCH SCREEN CONTROL PANEL

Fig. 3

The TOUCH SCREEN CONTROL PANEL displays:
1.

Working sizes of the corona treatment unit, such as voltage (V DC [V]), current (I DC [A]), speed
of unit (Speed) etc.

2.

Corona treatment unit warnings and alarms.

3.

Power Level (PL [%] or PL [Wmin/m²]) to adjust the power output of the electronic generator.

4.

Pwr Out [W] which represents the absolute value of the generator power output. (in
Autom.Specif.Pwr mode is displayed [Wmin/m²].

5.

Bar-Graph graphically representing the value of the electronic generator output power in
percentage value (only in Manual % and Automatic Speed modes)

Pressing the button

enables access to the HOME PAGE (main page). (Fig. 4)

Fig. 4

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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From this page you may access:

Fig. 5

Furthermore, it is possible to select the operating mode between:

Fig. 6

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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2.3

PLANT PARAMETER SETTING

PARAMETERS
Before placing corona treatment on START, certain operating parameters must be set on the Touch Screen
Control Panel.
N.B. the values displayed in the screens are only used as an example. These may vary depending on the
plant supplied.
From the HOME PAGE press the
button to enter
the relative parameters page (PARAMETERS). (Fig. 7).
From this page it is possible to set or modify values of the
corona treatment plant.

Fig. 7

The variables to be set are:
(N.B. the values reported are random)
Spire transformer A.T. [No.]
Number of secondary winding coils of the high-voltage
transformer. Enter the number of the A.T. transformer
socket used (see identification plate on A.T. transformer
cover)

Pulses revolution [No.]
Number of pulses for one revolution, detected by the
proximity sensor mounted on the discharge roll. (Set the
number of pins present on the toothed corona of the
discharge roll).

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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Roll diameter [mm]
Diameter of discharge roll in millimetres.
Electrode length [cm]
Length of the discharge electrode in centimetres.
Maximum speed [m/min]
Maximum speed of the line in metres/minute.
Minimum speed [m/min]
Minimum speed setting in metres/minute below which the
electronic generator shuts down (STOP).
Allowed variation percentage of generator output power
[%]
Percentage of variation of the output power of the
generator permissible. The variation is relative to the value
stored by pressing the
only in power decrease.

key. The variation threshold is

Ascending ramp to the PL max [s]
Time, within which, (with pressing of the key
) the
electronic generator increases the power output, until
reaching the PL set. Further increases of PL are applied to
the output power after the RampUp time set.
Descending ramp from PL max [s]
Time within which (after a decrease of PL) the electronic
generator reduces the output power.

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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CHANGING PARAMETERS
The data is protected by User and Password, 2nd level
(administrator) created by the Me.Ro S.p.A.software
department and cannot be changed by unauthorised users.
A document containing the afore-mentioned User and
Password is attached to this manual (in a sealed envelope).
To vary one parameter logON must be carried out via User
and Password. Another password level can be added. Refer
to chap. Password on p. 13
To change a parameter, press the value to be modified.
Pressing the desired value, the password entry field
appears. (Fig. 8)
Fig. 8

Enter User and Password in the appropriate fields and
confirm with the key

.

Press the value to be changed once more.
The numeric keyboard appears. (Fig. 9)
Modify the value by typing the desired value on the
numerical keypad.

Press

to confirm the value set.

Pressing the key
disables the Log-ON previously
executed. In this way the parameters are once again
protected by User and Password.

When the changes have been performed press
the PARAMETERS setting page.

to exit

Fig. 9

DELETE ALARM HISTORY
From the PARAMETERS page, press the
remove all stored alarms from the memory.

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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MERO SETTINGS
This page displays adjustment values, important for the
correct operation of the electronic generator.
These are set in the factory, are password protected - 1st
level, and may only be changed by Me.Ro S.p.A technical
personnel.

ALARM HISTORY
From the HOME PAGE press the button
the relevant page (ALARM HISTORY). (Fig. 10)

to enter

This page displays all the alarm messages activated together
with the Date (DD : MM : YY) and Time (HH : MM) of which
they occurred.
Press the button

to exit the ALARM HISTORY page.

N.B. Do not press the
key to quit the page. This
button is for returning to the operating system of the touch
panel (MS Windows™ interface). If pressed, a menu appears.
Press the START button.

Fig. 10

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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TREND
From the HOME PAGE press the button
enter the relevant page (TRENDS).(Fig. 11)

to

In this page the graph displays the power supplied by the
generator Pwr Out [W] according to the time (h).
The numerical values (graduated scale) of the graph indicate
the power of the generator.
The numerical values (graduated scale) of the x-axis of the
graph indicate the time.
This provides a graphical display of possible power
variations during the work cycle.
Fig. 11

The Value box displays the relative value in numeric format
of the output power of the electronic generator.
Press the

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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PANEL SETTING
From the HOME PAGE press the
the relevant page (PANEL SETTING).

button to enter

On this page it is possible to set the display language from
those available, the PASSWORD which allows you to log-in
to your account by means of the USER and PASSWORD, and
the SETTING to set system date and time.

The window
(local) or
(remote)
indicates in which mode the electronic generator is
controlled.



Local: control via touch screen control panel.
Remote: control via an additional optional device
(esp. PROFIBUS®-DP module).

Fig. 12

MULTIPLE LANGUAGES
Press the desired display language to activate the relative
translation of the Touch Screen Control Panel.

Fig. 13

SETTING DATE/HOUR
Press the value to be modified (the numerical keypad will
appear).
Modify the value by typing the desired value on the
numerical keypad.

Fig. 14

Pressed send

to confirm the set value.

Fig. 15

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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PASSWORD
Access to the machine is structured on 3 different levels
(groups):
 Level of access Operator (unauthorised): allows use
of the machine but parameters cannot be modified.
 Access level Change (user): allows use of the
machine and parameters can be modified.
 Access level Administration (admin): Allows
creation/editing/deletion of the login information of all
other users
Anyone who has access to the panel, automatically has
Operator access. The entering of a password is not
required.

Enter USER

To access with the option of Change or Administration the
relevant login details must be entered in the
"PASSWORD" field.

Enter PASSWORD
Group Membership

Fig. 16

In the top field of the Login area the user name (USER)
must be entered while in the lower field the password
(PASSWORD) is required. (see Fig. 16)
The last field displays the name of the group to which the
user logged in belongs.

ADMINISTRATOR FUNCTIONALITY
Main User and Password of the Administrator user are
created by the Me.Ro S.p.A software department. A
document containing the afore-mentioned User and
Password is attached to this manual (in a sealed
envelope). When you Log-ON with these details it is
possible to access the machine as a system administrator
(all the features are active). The administrator can change
their details and can create new users and passwords for
other operators, who will have access with one of the
three available levels ( operator (unauthorized), edit
(user) or administrator (admin).
To create new USERS log on as administrator user and
press the key

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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CREATING A NEW USER
From this page, it is possible to modify existing login
information or to create new information.
On the user list page press on an empty space.
Using the alphanumeric keypad enter, in the user column,
the user name, and in the password column the keyword
to correspond to the new user created. (Fig. 17).
In the Group column, select, using the drop-down menu,
one of the three groups to which the new user will belong.
(Fig. 18)

Fig. 17

The Logoff time column shows the time (in seconds) the
elapse before automatic Log-OFF. If in this period of time,
the panel is not pressed, the logged-in user automatically
disconnects. To make new changes, you must log in again
with your details.

DELETING A USER
Press the User box relating to the user to be deleted. The
alphanumeric keyboard appears. (see Fig. 19). Press the
key

to delete the selected user.

PARAMETER MODIFICATION FUNCTIONALITY
Login with the change (user) details allows you to change
the values on the Parameters page.
To change the parameters,
corresponding value.

simply

press

the

Refer to the paragraph on p. 7 to modify the parameters
of the corona treatment plant. Fig.

Fig. 18

Fig. 19

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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2.4

FUNCTION MODE
There are three modes of operation of the Electronic
Generator:
 Manual %: Manual operation (manual adjustment of
the electronic generator output power).
 Automatic Speed: Automatic operation. (Automatic
adjustment of the electronic generator output power
referring to the speed of the machine).
 Autom.Specif.Pwr: Operation with a specific power
Wmin/m² (automatic adjustment of the electronic
generator output power [W] applied to the material to be
treated per minute/m²).

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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MANUAL %:
From the HOME PAGE press the button
the page relating to PWR REG.MAN %.

to enter

In this operating mode, are shown the output power
PwrOut [W], the power level set, power level PL%[IDC]
(from 0 to 100), the operating values (Operat. Values) and
any indications of information or alarms.
In MANUAL % IDC mode, the Power Level PL%[IDC] is the
set point to adjust the electronic generator power output.
The IDC [A] value [inverter operating current] is the size of
working that is compared with the set PL%[IDC] value.
The PLC CPU, through proportional control, instantly
calculates, compares and adapts the IDC [A] value to the
PL% [IDC] value set.
Fig. 20

Nevertheless, there is no correspondence between the
numerical IDC [A] value displayed, and the numeric PL
%[IDC] value set. The minimum PL %[IDC] value does not
correspond with the IDC [A] = 0 ampere value, but is forced
to the minimum IDC [A] value (calculated between the
minimum and maximum in the Mero setting).
With PL %[IDC] = 100, the PwrOut [W] value cannot be the
maximum yield of the electronic generator. The causes
could be: load resistance variations (discharge station)
(variations mainly due to electrode (ceramic) temperature,
the dielectric roller coating and the AIR-GAP, small leaks of
high voltage to ground due to dirt and humidity
Another cause could be non-optimum matching between
the electronic generator and the discharge station (load).
Refer to chap. Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata
trovata. on page Errore. Il segnalibro non è definito. to
optimise matching between electronic generator and load.
Any conditions that cannot be controlled by the regulating
algorithm
are
indicated
with
the
message

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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POWER LEVEL SETTING (PL% [IDC])
To set the Power Level PL [%]; press the

value on the numerical introduction window
"PL%[IDC] and input the desired value using the number
pad which appears as an overlay.
The set value is then displayed as "PL%[IDC] (0%=minimum
output power, 100% maximum output power).

Fig. 21

The PwrOutput [W] value represents the actual power
output of the generator in absolute value read in the
relative display window. The Bar Graph below also
graphically represents the PwrOut [W] level, (see Fig. 22)

Fig. 22

PLANT OPERATIONAL VALUES
In the MANUAL % operating mode, the OPERAT.VALUES
window displays the following plant operational values of
the corona treatment:
Speed [m/min]
Machine/line production speed in metres/minute.
Idc [A]
Operating current of the inverter in Amperes.
Vdc [V]
Operating voltage of the inverter in Volts
Vout [RMS]
Voltage on electrodes (Effective RMS value in Volts).

Fig. 23

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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AUTOMATIC SPEED
From the HOME PAGE press the button
the relevant page AUTOM.SPEED.

to enter

In this operating mode, are shown, the output power
PwrOut [W], the set power level PL (da 0 a 100), the
operating values window and any report of information or
alarm.

Fig. 24

Using this operating mode, the output power of the
generator “PwrOut [W],” increases (or decreases) in
proportion to production speed Speed (m/min); up to the
max output power of the generator if the PL [%] is equal to
100 and the production speed Speed (m/min) is equal to
the maximum speed [m/min] set on the PARAMETERS
page. Lowering the PL[%] decreases the output power of
the generator. Fig. The Set Point that controls PwrOut [W]
output power is obtained by taking into account the instant
line speed and PL%[IDC] set. PL%[IDC] can be set between
30% (minimum) and 100% (maximum), allowing for PwrOut
[W] output power regulation (as well line speed) also with
PL%[IDC]. The IDC [A] value [inverter operating current] is
the size of working that is compared with the set PL%[IDC]
value.
The PLC CPU, through proportional control, instantly
calculates, compares and adapts the IDC [A] value to the
PL% [IDC] value set.
Nevertheless, there is no correspondence between the
numerical IDC [A] value displayed, and the numeric PL
%[IDC] value set. The minimum PL %[IDC] value (30) does
not correspond with the IDC [A] = 30 ampere value, but is
forced to the minimum IDC [A] value (set during initial
testing). With PL%[IDC] = 100, the PwrOut [W] value cannot
be the maximum yield of the electronic generator. The
causes could be: load resistance variations (discharge
station) (variations mainly due to electrode (ceramic)
temperature, the dielectric roller coating and the AIR-GAP,
small leaks of high voltage to ground due to dirt and
humidity Another cause could be non-optimum matching
between the electronic generator and the discharge
station (load). Refer to chap. Errore. L'origine riferimento
non è stata trovata. on page Errore. Il segnalibro non è
definito. to optimise matching between electronic
generator and load. Any conditions that cannot be
controlled by the regulating algorithm are indicated with
the message

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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POWER LEVEL SETTING (PL% [IDC])
To set the Power Level PL%[IDC]; press the value on the
numerical introduction window “PL%[IDC]
and
enter the desired value by means of the displayed numerical
keypad which appears superimposed.
The set value is then displayed as "PL%[IDC]
(30%=minimum output power, 100% maximum output
power).

Fig. 25

The PwrOutput [W] value represents the actual power
output of the electronic generator in absolute value read in
the relative display window. The Bar Graph below also
graphically represents the PwrOut [W] in percentage value
[0 - 100%].

Fig. 26

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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PLANT OPERATIONAL VALUES
In AUTOM. SPEED mode, the OPERAT.VALUES window
displays the following plant operational values:
Speed [m/min]
Machine production speed in metres\minute.
Idc [A]
Operating current of the inverter in Amperes.
Vdc [V]
Operating voltage of the inverter in Volts
Vout [RMS]
Voltage on electrodes (Effective RMS value in Volts).

Fig. 27

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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AUTOM.SPECIF.PWR:
From the HOME PAGE press the button
enter the relevant page AUT.SPEC.PWR.

to

The Automatic Specific Power operating mode maintains
the specific power [ACT] applied to the film constant, even
when production speed varies, or when load resistance
varies.
The Automatic Specific Power operating mode
(maintaining the specific power constant) genuinely
guarantees the Dyne wettability level on the film obtained
with the specific power applied.
Fig. 28

In this operating mode are shown the actual specific power
(ACT) applied to the film and the (set-point) specific power
value requested, set in PL [Wmin/mq]. The PLC CPU
calculates the specific power Spec.PWR in Wmin/m²,
where: Spec.PWR = PwrOUT[W] / Production[m²/min].
The PLC CPU, through proportional control, instantly
calculates, compares and adapts the ACT [Wmin/m²]
specific power value to the PL [Wmin/m²] value set.
This regulation system takes into account production speed
and any load resistance variation (variations mainly due to
electrode (ceramic) temperatures, dielectric coating of the
roller and the AIR-GAP, small high voltage leaks to ground
due to dirt and humidity) by automatically correcting the
movement of specific power that these factors have caused.
By using this operating mode, once the specific power
value for the desired treatment has been decided, the film
is certain to be treated uniformly. Fig.
Any conditions that cannot be controlled by the regulating
algorithm
are
indicated
with
the
message

N.B.: The electrode length (light discharge) [cm]
must be set on the
PARAMETERS page. (see page 7).

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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POWER LEVEL SETTING (PL [WMIN/M²])
To set the Power Level PL [Wmin/m²]; press the value on
the numerical introduction window “PL [Wmin/m²]”
and enter the desired value by means of the
displayed numerical keypad which appears superimposed.
The PL is the specific power that must be applied to the film
in Wmin/m2 and it is the point set for generator power.
The PLC CPU, through proportional control, instantly
calculates, compares and adapts the ACT [Wmin/m²]
specific power value to the PL [Wmin/m²] value set.
Fig. 29

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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Bar-Graph view, two values:




PL: expresses, both graphically and numerically,
the specific power value set in the POWER LEVEL
window PL [Wmin/m²].
ACT expresses, both graphically and numerically,
the currene specific power value set, supplied by
the electronic generator.

Fig. 30

PLANT OPERATIONAL VALUES
In the automatic mode with specific power
(AUT.SPEC.PWR) the OPERAT.VALUES window displays the
following plant operational values of the corona treatment:
Speed [m/min]
Machine production speed in metres\minute.
Idc [A]
Operating current of the inverter in Amperes.
Vdc [V]
Operating voltage of the inverter in Volts
Vout [RMS]
Fig. 31

Voltage on electrodes (Effective rms value in Volts).
PwrOut[W]
Effective output power (in Watts) from the electronic
generator as an absolute value.

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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2.5

ALARMS AND WARNINGS

ALARMS
The ALARMS window displays the status of the alarm
messages present in the corona treatment plant.
If any of these alarms is triggered, the generator cannot
START, and if already running in START it places it in STOP
until the alarm is eliminated and the work status is reset by
means of the button

.

In standard plant operating mode, the symbol
each ALARMS item is green

.

If an ALARM is triggered, the symbol turns red
Fig. 32

message appears

near

and this

.

The alarm message is acquired and displayed in the Alarms
History.
When the alarm is reset, the symbol turns green
The message disappears

.

.

Pressing the key
allows the generator once again to be
ready to operate and to display the message
.

Pressing the key

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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ALARM MESSAGES
N.B. the warnings below refer to a standard plant. They can vary based on the specific customer requirements.
EMERGENCY
Intervention of emergency contact
o

GENERATOR STATUS
The electronic generator automatically goes to
STOP conditions.
The Buzzer emits an intermittent sound and the
red lamp turns on.

o

CAUSES
Emergency contact open.

OZONE SUCTION
No ozone suction
o

GENERATOR STATUS
The electronic generator automatically goes to
STOP conditions.
The Buzzer emits an intermittent sound and the
red lamp turns on.

o

CAUSES
Circuit breaker tripped. Ozone suction sensor
adjusted improperly.
Insufficient suction flow rate.

VDC FAULT
No direct voltage powering the CHOPPER stage of the
generator.
o

GENERATOR STATUS
The electronic generator automatically goes to
STOP conditions.
The Buzzer emits an intermittent sound and the
red lamp turns on.

o

CAUSES
Incorrect power supply voltage
Power fuse open.
Automatic switch IA1 open.
Contactors CN1 and CN2 open

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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THERMAL OVERLOAD
Overtemperature on generator power component
radiators
o

GENERATOR STATUS
The electronic generator automatically goes to
STOP conditions.
The Buzzer emits an intermittent sound and the
red lamp turns on.

o

CAUSES
Failure of cooling fans installed on our
component radiators.
Failure of dual metal thermostat (thermal
switch) installed on power component
radiators.

IDC OVERCURRENT
Exceeding maximum set current limitIDC[A]
o

GENERATOR STATUS
The electronic generator automatically goes to
STOP conditions.
The Buzzer emits an intermittent sound and the
red lamp turns on.

o

CAUSES
High-voltage [H.V.] discharge towards the
ground.
Perforation of dielectric cover of discharge roll
or perforation of ceramic bars.
Loss of insulation of isolators supporting
electrodes.
Generator fault.

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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HIGH-VOLTAGE DISCHARGE [H.V.]
Presence of high-voltage discharge[H.V.]
ground.

towards the

o

GENERATOR STATUS
The electronic generator automatically goes to
STOP conditions.
The Buzzer emits an intermittent sound and the
red lamp turns on.

o

CAUSES
High-voltage [H.V.] discharge towards the
ground.
Perforation of dielectric cover of discharge roll
or perforation of ceramic bars.
Loss of insulation of isolators supporting
electrodes.

CORONA INTERLOCK
Intervention of interlock contact
o

GENERATOR STATUS
The electronic generator automatically goes to
STOP conditions.
The Buzzer emits an intermittent sound and the
red lamp turns on.

o

CAUSES
Opening of interlock between generator and
corona treatment plant upon which it is
connected.

INVERTER POWER SURGE
Power surge in the inverter module.
o

GENERATOR STATUS
The electronic generator automatically goes to
STOP conditions.
The Buzzer emits an intermittent sound and the
red lamp turns on.

o

CAUSES
Power surge to the inverter.

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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WARNINGS
The WARNINGS window displays the status of the warning
messages present in the corona treatment plant.
Intervention of one of these WARNINGS will not allow the
electronic generator to START, and if already operational
will place it in STOP until the alarm is eliminated.
The generator START is performed automatically as soon as
the warning is reset.
In standard plant operating mode, the symbol
each WARNINGS item is green

Fig. 33

near

.

If a WARNING is triggered, the symbol turns red

and

this warning appears

When the WARNING is reset, the symbol turns green

.

N.B.: the POWER ALARM warning does not stop the
generator from operating.

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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WARNING MESSAGES

N.B. the warnings below refer to a standard plant. They can vary based on the specific customer requirements.
LOW SPEED
Speed of the production line less than that set on page
.
o

GENERATOR STATUS
The electronic generator automatically goes to
STOP conditions.

o

CAUSES
Low production line speed.
Failure of sensor detecting speed installed on
the discharge station.
STATION OPEN
Discharge station open.

Me.Ro S.p.A.

o

GENERATOR STATUS
The electronic generator automatically goes to
STOP conditions.

o

CAUSES
Discharge station open.
Failure of microswitch on discharge station
hood.
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POWER ALARM
Variation of set power output limit %.
This control is always active in all operating modes:
Manual %[Idc] ; Automatic Speed ; Automatic Spec.
PWR. The electronic generator power output PwrOut[W]
is constantly compared with the percentage variation set in
. on the PARAMETERS page.
(see page 7).
If the PwrOut[W] output power decreases more than the
set percentage, the warning
triggered.

Me.Ro S.p.A.
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o

GENERATOR STATUS
The electronic generator remains in START
status.
The light column lets out an intermittent sound
and the orange light switches on.

o

CAUSES
Variation of power output caused by probable
change of discharge station work conditions.
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